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Prompt: A theme is a lesson learned or a statement about life.  Sometimes the theme is openly 

stated in the story but more often it is not.  Focus on the actions of the main character and 

explain how these actions reveal the theme. 

 The book Eleanor & Park written by Rainbow Rowell is about two completely different 

sixteen-year-old kids falling in love with each other.  Park is a skinny Asian boy, while Eleanor 

is a chubby, red-head girl.  During their courtship, they had to face many difficult obstacles; 

however, it was these major events that shaped their relationship. 

 There are many major events that took place in this story.  The two events that are most 

important are when Park and Eleanor meet and when they realize that they are in love.  Eleanor 

was the new girl in school and was ignored.  No one would give her a seat on the school bus, but 

Park was the only person to offer her a seat next to him.  It only took them a couple of days to 

start talking to each other.  They soon started to like each other.  “‘Eleanor — wait,’ Park said.  

She could hear her dad in the kitchen and her heartbeat everywhere. ‘Eleanor — wait — I love 

you’” (113-114).  After Park told Eleanor that he loved her, they became closer and started to 

date.  One theme of this book is young love.  Eleanor and Park experience love for the first time.  

They truly loved each other even though there were difficult issues to face. 

 Another theme of the book and a difficult issue to face is domestic and child abuse.  

Eleanor lives in a house with her family that doesn’t have much money.  Park lives in a house 
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with his family that does have money and has a happy family life.  Eleanor wears old and dirty 

clothes, while Park had new and different set of clothes each day.  Eleanor comes home from 

school to see her mother getting yelled at by her stepfather, Richie.  “She woke up to shouting.  

Richie shouting.  Eleanor couldn’t tell what he was saying.  Underneath the shouting, her mother 

was crying” (48).  Richie would constantly yell at his wife no matter the time of day.  Eleanor 

and her four other siblings sleep in the same small bedroom.  Eleanor doesn’t get that much food 

or clothing and didn’t even have a toothbrush.  Richie has been mentally and emotionally 

abusing Eleanor.  He kicked Eleanor out of the house and she had to live with someone else for a 

year.  Richie has been writing inappropriate things in Eleanor’s school book without her 

knowing it is him.  The abuse on Eleanor was too much; she had to run away and go live with 

her uncle. 

 One other theme of the book that continued to cause Eleanor abuse is school bullying.  

Eleanor has been bullied sine the first time she stepped on to the bus.  The first day of school she 

is being called names.  “‘Eleanor,’ Mr. Stessman said.  ‘What a powerful name.  It’s a queen’s 

name, you know.’ ‘It’s the name of the fat Chipette,’ somebody behind Park whispered.  

Somebody else laughed” (14).  Park got suspended for two days due to a fight he had with Steve 

because Steve was insulting Eleanor at school.  The girls in Eleanor’s gym class would stick 

pads on Eleanor’s gym locker.  One time during gym class someone there Eleanor’s clothes in 

the toilet and she had to walk around school in her gym clothes. 

 In conclusion, with all the major negative issues Eleanor had to face she was still able to 

conquer those and fall in love with Park.  A major lesson learned is to rise above the terrible 

problems life can throw your way and become a better person; learn to live, laugh, and love. 
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Prompt: A theme is a lesson learned or a statement about life.  Sometimes the theme is openly 

stated in the story but more often it is not.  Focus on the actions of the main character and 

explain how these actions reveal the theme. 

 In the book Looking for Alaska by John Green, there are many themes that can be found.  

It is interesting because the themes that occur in this novel don’t relate just to the whole book.  

The themes throughout the novel seem to relate to the individual characters.  The main character 

Miles, or as his friends call him “Pudge,” seems to have a recurring theme about home.  Alaska 

Young, Miles’ friend, has a theme of suffering.  Even with their own individual themes, the big 

theme that has an important message about life is friendship. 

 In this novel, Miles “Pudge” Halter lives in Florida and is about to make his transition 

into Alabama for boarding school.  He goes into his new life looking for a “Great Perhaps” 

which happens to be the last words of the famous poet Francois Rabelais.  Junior year was 

already hard enough with all the schoolwork, but when he met Alaska Young she took his mind 

off of everything.  She had a boyfriend named Jake, but Miles wanted nothing more than to be in 

his shoes.  Miles, Alaska, and the Colonel were like the Three Musketeers: they were always 

together causing trouble on campus.  All of the different adventures Miles and Alaska went on 

were made into great memories and ones that they will never forget as long as they live.  Alaska 

made it her mission on Thanksgiving break to have Miles complete a list of task to do with her.  
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Every place on campus they went to, like the Smoking Hole, the McDonald’s where they would 

go study, or the barn they stayed in for a couple of nights, felt like home to Miles.  It’s not that 

they were his favorite places, but they ad so many emotions and memories attached to it.  As 

long as Alaska was with him, he was always up for new adventures.  When she got into a car 

accident and died, he felt empty and thought it was his fault he let her leave drunk.  he went to all 

the places they used to hang out and felt that emptiness creep inside of him.  He made so many 

memories in those places, it forces him to come back and make more memories even if Alaska 

wasn’t around because he knew that’s what she would want him to do. 

 The students at Culver Creek were not allowed to smoke, drink, or have any sexual 

relations on campus.  That didn’t stop them; that made them want to do those things even more, 

especially Alaska.  She believed in having fun and living her life to the fullest and living in the 

moment.  If she got caught, so what.  She shook it off and did her time in the kitchen working 

late hours.  Alaska was a very carefree and strong, independent girl.  She had a rough childhood 

growing up.  Her mother died right in front of her when she was in kindergarten and her father 

somewhat put the blame on her.  Throughout the novel, Alaska liked to take her pain, or 

suffering as she would say, away by drinking.  She talks about how she will never get out of this 

labyrinth.  The labyrinth that appears in the book becomes a metaphor for suffering.  Since she 

was a little girl up until the moment she died in a car crash, she suffered.  Alaska always felt like 

suffering was never going to leave her and her way out of the labyrinth was “straight and fast.”  

One of the theories that Miles and the Colonel came up with is that she killed herself to end her 

suffering.  Miles writes his own description of how he is going to get out of the labyrinth.  He 

thought it was to pretend it didn’t exist and make a place in the maze where he can be alone and 
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pretend he wasn’t lost, but home.  In the end, his way of getting out of the labyrinth was 

forgiveness.  It may be the hardest thing to do, but it was the easiest way out of the labyrinth. 

 In the end, I think the most important theme that occurs in this story is friendship.  What 

would Miles’ life be like without his friends?  Would he have not had to worry about losing 

Alaska?  Would he be the weird or nerdy kid who knew the last words of famous people?  HIs 

friends shaped him into the person he was when he was at Culver Creek.  He never smoked until 

he met his roommate, or drank until he met Alaska.  Alaska even got him his first and only 

girlfriend at the school, but deep down inside of him he wishes Alaska was his girlfriend.  

Alaska’s favorite thing to do on campus was to pull pranks.  They came up with a plan to prank 

their principal, or “The Eagle as they call him.  Miles, the Colonel, Alaska, Takumi, and Lara, 

were in on the plan and the night of the prank they all learned something new about each other.  

It made their friendship better and their relationships closer.  The group all together made some 

dumb choices, but that is what teenagers do when they are all together and are trying to have fun. 

 In conclusion, the themes that came up in the timeline of the book are home, suffering, 

and friendship.  Miles finds home to be where the memories and emotions he has felt in certain 

places that he spent with his friends to be.  Alaska searches for the way out of the labyrinth or 

suffering she is in by going straight and fast.   
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 The story of Eleanor and Park is one of those once in a lifetime romances that not many 

people get to experience.  Eleanor and Park are two outsiders who fall in love but nothing is 

perfect and they each have their own issues to deal with.  One issue they do share is isolation, 

which is a recurring theme in the book Eleanor & Park by Rainbow Rowell. 

 Eleanor and Park isolate themselves from their fellow classmates.  Eleanor feels isolated 

at school because she’s the new girl that everyone targets.  Park had friends, but started to fall 

apart with them because he was falling for this new girl and was embarrassed to like her.  

“Eleanor was right.  She never looked nice.  She looked like art, and art wasn’t supposed to look 

nice; it was supposed to make you feel something” (165).  Both of their personalities and 

interests differ from their peers. 

 Eleanor and Park isolate themselves from their families.  Eleanor doesn’t like her 

stepfather and it seems to her that there is no way to get her mother to leave him even when 

Eleanor is kicked out of the house for a year.  She took care of her siblings, but they’re young 

and wouldn’t understand her problems.  “But when Eleanor walked in the house, it was like her 

sibling didn’t even recognize her” (16).  Park thinks he’s not very accepted into his family 

because he’s not like his father or brother.  He’s different than his family. 
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 Eleanor isolates herself from Park.  Eleanor is very insecure about herself and believes 

Park is going to stop loving her someday.  She felt too needy.  “If she showed him how much she 

needed him, he’d run away” (156)/  Park took her in when she needed a place to get away from 

her house and he gave Eleanor all the love he could, but she still thought he didn’t love her as 

much as she loved him. 

 Isolation is a huge part of Eleanor & Park.  It affected their whole relationship.  Isolation 

with their peers, family, and each other is the result of Eleanor leaving even though she loved 

Park and he knew that she did. 
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 In the book Looking for Alaska by John Green, Miles Halter has the typical life of a 

boring, famous last-words-obsessed teenager.  After Miles reads poet Francois Rabelais’ last 

words of “I go to seek a Great Perhaps,” he knows that he needs to go in search of his own 

purpose in life.  He finds himself at Culver Creek Boarding School with a new nickname, new 

friends, and a whole new life ahead of him.  “Pudge,” the new name his roommate gives him, is 

dragged into an unfamiliar new world of drinking, smoking, and prank pulling.  The Colonel, 

Pudge’s roommate, introduces Pudge to Alaska Young, a beautiful, yet extremely dark girl who 

pulls him into her own twisted version of a Great Perhaps.  After becoming a part of Alaska’s 

life, Pudge does not realize that his own life will never be the same. 

 At the beginning of the book, Pudge is awkward and boring until he starts to spend time 

with the Colonel, Alaska, Takumi, and Lara.  He is introduced to sneaking away to smoke by the 

lake, drinking milk and vodka, and pulling pranks around the campus grounds.  At first, Pudge is 

worried about being caught by the dean, also known as “The Eagle,” but soon realizes that his 

life will never be interesting without taking some risks.  He joins in on the fun his friends are 

having and begins to see into the life of Alaska Young, the girl he believes that he is in love with.  

Pudge is intrigued by the dark past of Alaska and seems to fall into his own obsession of 
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constantly seeking for something better in life.  He does not see that he could possibly already 

have found his Great Perhaps while spending time with Alaska. 

 Alaska’s past shaped her into the person that she was.  She was dangerous, smart, witty, 

and obsessed with trying to figure out what the labyrinth that Gabriel Garcia Marquez talked 

about in his book was.  Alaska and Pudge constantly talked about how to escape this labyrinth 

throughout the book.  Pudge did not understand that Alaska was trying to escape something that 

was in her own head and the he could do nothing to help her.  Alaska had guilt and depression 

that she could not get rid of, no matter how hard she tried.  All of it eventually drove Alaska to 

an insanity that she could no longer deal with.  She had to escape her own labyrinth of sadness 

and grief. 

 After the night of Alaska’s death, Pudge realizes that life is short.  He wants to believe 

that Alaska’s car crash was an accident but is unsure after he finds the words “straight and fast” 

written next to the quote, “How will I ever escape this labyrinth!” (Marquez, The General in his 

Labyrinth) in Alaska’s handwriting.  Pudge sees that life is full of split-second decisions and that 

it is all about living in the moment.  He is thankful that Alaska allowed him to see into her own 

Great Perhaps in order for him to find his own.  Pudge was just too caught up in the moment to 

see what he actually had because he was constantly looking forward to the future. 

 I believe that the them of Looking for Alaska is to never take anything for granted.  Pudge 

was constantly too busy looking for his Great Perhaps to see what Alaska had given him.  He 

didn’t see everything that Alaska gave him until after she was already gone.  Alaska never took 

anything too seriously and always lived in the moment because she knew that life was short.  She 

tried to show Pudge that maybe you don’t always have to count on your future to be better than 

what you already have because it could be taken away from you at any moment. I think that 
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Pudge learned a lesson in the book and tried to live his life in the footsteps of Alaska Young after 

she was gone. 
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 The book Gregor the Overlander by Suzanne Collins is a story about a young boy by the 

name of Gregory who is growing up with his two younger sisters, his grandmother, and his 

mother.  His grandmother was beginning to lose her memory so he was often times alone with 

Boots, “For the last year his grandma had been slipping in and out of reality.  One minute she 

was as clear as a bell and the next she was calling him ‘Simon.’ Who was Simon?  He had no 

idea” (3).  Unfortunately, in the recent years Gregor’s father disappeared and he has heard 

nothing from him since.  He is not growing up in a very wealthy family at all so he has to stay at 

home watching his younger sister, Boots, and his grandmother; meanwhile, his other sister is off 

at camp and his mother is working. 

 One day, while Gregor is doing his laundry with his two-year-old sister Boots, she falls 

down a grate and he goes in after her, “The next thing he knew, he was falling down, down, 

down into empty space” (13).  After falling miles under into the Underland, he finds himself 

meeting life-sized cockroaches along with bats and the people of Regalia.  Immediately, they 

were treated as royalty as they were taken to bathe and have dinner with the royal family, some 

of which being Princess Luxa, her father, Vikus, and her cousin, Henry.  The bats of the family 

also joined because in this world they are each bonded to a human.  Later that night, Gregor tries 
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to escape with his sister Boots and has an encounter with two rats, in which the Underlanders 

rescue them.  When they returned, Luxa was very upset with Gregor and struck him across the 

face and Boots says, “‘No hitting!’ she squeaked.  ‘No, no, no hitting!’  She shook her tiny index 

finger at Luxa.  Hitting was absolutely forbidden in Gregor’s house, and it had only taken Boots 

a few time-outs to realize it” (94). 

 Soon after these events, Gregor learns of the Prophecy of Grey by Bartholomew of 

Sanwich:  

Beware, Underlanders, time hangs by a thread.  The hunters are hunted, white water runs 

red.  The Gnawers will strike to extinguish the rest.  The hope of the hopeless resides in 

a quest.  An Overland warrior, a son of the sun, May bring us back light, he may bring us 

back none.  But gather your neighbors and follow his call Or rats will most surely devour 

us all.  Two over, two under, of royal descent, Two flyers, two crawlers, two spinners 

assent.  One gnawer beside and one lost up ahead.  And eight will be left when we count 

up the dead.  The last who will die must decide where he stands. The fate of the eight is 

contained in his hands.  So bid him take care, bid him look where he leaps, As life may 

be death and death life again reaps.  (109) 

This prophecy states that he is a warrior and must save the overland prisoner from the Overland 

who is held at King Gorger’s city.  At first, he is very reluctant and refuses to believe that he is 

whom they speak of in the prophecy.  However, he eventually agrees because it may be his only 

chance to discover what actually happened to his father, and they set off on their journey.  When 

picking his weapons, he had chosen items that were quite out of the ordinary: “He felt around 

desperately for a weapon.  What did he have?  Diapers?  Cookies?  Oh, why hadn’t they given 

him a sword?  He was the stupid warrior, wasn’t he?  His fingers dug in the leather bag and 
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closed around the root beer can.  Root beer!  He yanked out the can shaking it with all his might.  

‘Attack!  Attack!’ he yelled” (190).  Along the way, some questers did end up dying, such as 

Treflex, Gox, and Tick.  Henry, who also came on this journey with them, admits that he had 

been spying for King Gorger the entire time.  Gregor realizes that he is the one that the rats want 

so he goes off of a cliff and with him went Henry and King Gorger.  However, Ares, who is the 

bat that is bonded to Henry, saves Gregor instead.  they are all reunited and return back to 

Regalia where they tried to help Gregor’s father and later send him back to the Overland: 

A light was on in the kitchen.  His mother sat at the kitchen table, still as a statue.  Her 

hands were clasped together, and she stared fixedly at a small stain on the tablecloth.  

Gregor remembered seeing her that way so many nights after his dad had disappeared.  

He didn’t know what to say.  He didn’t want to scare her or shock her or ever give her 

any more pain.  So, he stepped into the light of the kitchen and said the one thing he 

knew she wanted to hear most in the world.  “Hey, Mom.  We’re home.” (308) 

 Throughout this book a common theme that is seen would be the importance of maturing 

and coming of age.  In this book, we constantly see Gregor making decisions for the well-being 

of others, even if he has not always known them.  For example, the way that he decides to bring 

Boots with him because he remembers his mother telling them to “stay together” or how he 

decides to go on this quest to save his father even though he is unsure of the outcome at first.  

Gregor shows that he is learning to make his own decisions and make sacrifices for those that he 

loves, which not all kids his age have to do.  What I took from this book is that it is okay to take 

chances, to make decisions for yourself, and to make sacrifices for those who deserve them. 
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 The appearance of someone can easily fool us.  They might come off as an innocent 

young fellow, but in reality they are a criminal who seeks out treasure and harms the fairy world.  

They could claim to be someone they’re not, or they could even have themselves cloned.  In the 

real world, we have a hard time adapting and earning trust.  This is a reality that happens in 

fiction, too.  We also have a hard time believing what our eyes see.  Sometimes we may need to 

take a second look and re-evaluate, but we never can be assured. 

 Artemis Fowl and the Opal Deception by Eoin Colfer begins with a flashback description 

of one of the main characters, Opal Koboi.  She is held in a hospital created for those who seem 

to be mentally unstable and psychotic.  Opal Koboi was known for forming an alliance with 

Lower Element Police officer, Briar Cudgeon, and funding the triad’s war on Haven.  Opal 

Koboi was in a state where she was incapable of waking up for months due to a serious coma.  

Dr. J. Argon claimed that Opal Koboi would be in a coma for several years, but he was surely 

mistaken.  Two employees, Mervall and Descant Brill, worked at the hospital helping Opal 

escape by closing her and swabbing her DNA.  As soon as Opal Koboi was released, she asks 

about her arch nemeses: Julius Root, Holly Short, and Artemis Fowl.  She soon creates a plan to 

eliminate Julius, Holly, and Artemis and have complete domination over Haven City. 
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 As the story unfolds, we counter Artemis Fowl and learn about his deceitful quest to steal 

the Fairy Thief painting.  This painting was created by the well-known French Impressionist, 

Pascal Herve.  Artemis was well aware that 15 copies were created by different burglars each 

time, but that did not prevent him from seeking out the original painting.  The original painting 

soon became a prized possession for thieves around the world because only very few people 

know about its location.  Whoever ranges to successfully steal the lost paining is acknowledged 

as the master thief of his generation (31).  Artemis is a determined, intelligent character but his 

knowledge about the fairy world is inadequate due to his memory being wiped. 

 Opal Koboi first seeks out revenge by framing Captain Holly Short to murder the 

commander, Julius Root.  Foaly, the centaur, works for the LEP and is in charge of all monitors.  

He claims that he witnesses Holly Short killing the commander but in reality Opal Koboi had 

hypnotized the workers of LEP.  Suddenly, Opal sends a Bio-Bomb to where Artemis Fowl is 

located.  At the time, Artemis Fowl was in the middle of bank robbery for the Fairy Thief 

painting.  At another attempt at revenge, Opal places Artemis and Holly in the Eleven Wonders 

Theme Park.  They are stranded and sprayed with a troll pheromone that made the trolls instantly 

attracted to them.  The trolls then realized that they were not of the female sex and they quickly 

wanted to devour Artemis and Holly.  Luckily, Artemis and Holly were saved by Mulch Diggers 

and Butler. 

 From these multiple events, one of the main themes portrayed is, “Looks and appearances 

can be deceiving.”  Another theme is, “Don’t believe everything you see.”  Opal Koboi escapes 

from the hospital because Mervall and Descant simply create a clone of her.  They swab her 

DNA, clear any record of her movement, and erase any security footage.  Dr. J. Argon returns to 

his routine of observing Opal’s vitals and physique, but is unaware that it is a clone of her.  The 
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theme is also reflected when Artemis and Butler visit a bank to commit a robbery.  Butler goes 

by the alias “Colonel Xavier Lee” and Artemis goes by “Alfonse,” his son.  Butler wishes to 

open his deposit box, but in reality Artemis goes to steal the Fairy Thief painting.  Artemis gave 

the impression that he was harmless and was incapable of stealing anything because of his 

youthful appearance.  As the book finishes, Artemis no longer needs materialistic things such as 

repayment or gold.  He gains values but we still are unaware if he keeps the original copy of the 

Fairy Thief painting or creates a copy and gives it back to the museum in Paris. 

 The last event that involves the times is when Opal Koboi frames Holly Short to kill the 

commander, Julius root.  Holly Short attempts to be the savior by shooting the commander’s 

“sweet spot” which wouldn’t end up injuring Julius.  Opal Koboi lies and sets up Holly to shoot 

the commander.  Foals is a centaur that manages and watches Holly shoot Julius but he could 

barely even believe what he saw with his own eyes.  By the end of the book, Foaly never second 

guesses his thoughts and never actually believes that Holly Short killed the commander.  It was 

actually Opal Koboi who hypnotized everyone’s eyes to see different.  This event connects tot he 

them of “Don’t believe everything that you see.” 

 You can never judge someone by their appearance and you can never trust what people 

claim to be.  At the end of the day, their true colors will be shown.  Artemis Fowl has a great 

amount of knowledge and was capable of saving the fairy world by defeating Opal Koboi.  He 

came off as a youthful boy but he is capable of saving the human and fairy world, but we are still 

oblivious whether or not he still has the Fairy Thief painting. 
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 In Someone Named Eva, Joan M. Wolff tries to portray the other ugly side of World War 

II through the eyes of an eleven-year-old girl.  It starts off from a happy, typical childhood where 

Milada, the main character, is having a birthday party and talking about her fascination with the 

stars.  Then, one night, the Nazis enter all the homes of Lidice in Czechoslovakia and take all the 

Lidice citizens hostage in an empty school building.  There the Nazis carefully exam each child 

by their hair, eyes, and nose.  After a couple of days, Milada, along with other children, is forced 

into a train that leaders her to Germany.  There Milada notices that all the children, as well as 

her, have blonde hair and blue eyes.  They arrive at another empty building where they learn to 

speak German and to worship Hitler.  By the end of the story, Milada is adopted by one of the 

most famous Nazi commanders.  Despite her hate for the Nazis, she learns to love her new 

family until Germany loses, the Allies imprison her adopted father, and the Red Cross takes her 

to her mother.  Throughout the story, the theme of the brutality of World War II is portrayed 

through the character’s gruesome attitudes, the unsolvable conflict, and the setting. 

 First, although the story is fictional, it makes a good portrayal of the War’s brutality 

through the characters’ brutality.  Back in World War II, Nazi soldiers were brutal and Wolf 

includes that in her book.  One example is when the German soldiers were taking the children 
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into the train toward Germany and many women were trying to grasp their children and hug 

them (35).  Another example is in the scene where Fraulein Kruger, a Nazi teacher, gives Milada 

a new name since she is obtaining a new identify and Kruger tells Milada to repeat the new 

name.  However, Milada refuses, which causes Kruger to slap her (49).  These characterizations 

show how brutal some people were during World War II, portraying the theme of the book. 

 Secondly, the main conflict of the book is internal for Milada.  She’s in a conflict 

between her new identify and her old identity.  Milada hopes that one day her parents will come 

for her.  However, she has to constantly remind herself of who she is by repeating her old name 

or singing songs in the Czech language.  For example, Milada had forgotten her real name.  

Then, as shooting stars went by, she remembered a lullaby her babichka, or grandmother, used to 

sing to her, which included her real name, causing her to remember her real name (76).  This 

proves that the internment of children would mess with children’s minds, influencing the theme 

of brutality. 

 Lastly, the setting highly impacts the theme of the book.  Most of the setting takes place 

in Germany in an abandoned school and in a house next to a concentration camp.  Wolf includes 

the horrific conditions of the abandoned school where Milada learned how to act like a Nazi.  On 

page 105, Milada expresses how she is grateful to leave the school because the beds were hard, 

she didn’t have clean sheets, and her nightgown was simple.  Then, on page 150, Milada visits 

the concentration camp next to the house her adopted parents live in.  There, she sees the horrific 

conditions of concentration camps, such as how thin the people are, how hard they are working, 

and how they barely had any clothing on, giving the readers insight into how brutal these camps 

were.  This shows that the setting strongly highlights the theme of the book. 
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 The main theme of the books is the brutality of World War II.  Wolf makes a good 

portrayal of the theme through the elements of the plot such as the setting, the dialogue, and the 

conflict through the experiences of an eleven-year-old. 
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 One omnipresent theme in the book My Friend, the Enemy by Dan Smith was 

propaganda and how that propaganda affected the thinking of everyday townspeople in Northern 

England in the 1940s.  The propaganda pained all Germans as Nazis and, transitively, all 

Germans as war-mongering sociopaths whose only objective is to wreak havoc upon the citizens 

of Britain.  This propaganda is mostly spread via word of mouth in the book, but it is also spread 

by posters.  In an age without social media or the internet, the citizens of rural England had no 

unbiased source to obtain their news from the outside world, so the information they did have 

came from their biased government.  At the beginning of the book, Peter is frightened when he 

first meets Eric, the crashed German, but placated by the company of Kim.  Peter, and Kim for 

that matter, is scared that the German will kill them, so he carries a handgun with him for safety. 

 As the book progresses, Peter comes to terms with the fact that not all Germans are 

Nazis, despite how the posters and the soldiers describe them.  Peter, on a few occasions, even 

defends Germans as not all being Nazis.  In one scene, where the soldiers had come to speak 

with Peter’s mother at their home, Peter asks the soldiers of all Germans are Nazis, to which the 

low-level grunts reply that they are, where the more mature lieutenant replies no.  This 

dichotomy is later exhibited in the penultimate chapter were Eric is captured by the Nazis; the 
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grunts want to shoot Eric whereas the higher officer decides that he will be sent to a camp until 

the end of the war. 

 When Peter gets the letter from the courier that his father died, all the propaganda’s ideas 

slip back into his head as he loses it and threats to shoot Eric for being a Nazi and having his 

father killed.  Kim calms him down before he acts irrationally.  Peter, for the entire book, had 

believed that if they helped Eric stay alive, that Peter’s dad would return home from the war 

safely, but once that perception had left, there was nothing to hold Peter back from giving in to 

the temptation that was propaganda. 

 Through the advent of social media and world news being broadcast in most countries by 

organizations such as Al-Jazeera, propaganda is a much harder tool for governments to use, but 

before the true takeoff of the Information Age, propaganda was a powerful tool governments 

used on their people, which is wonderfully exhibited in the book My Friend, the Enemy by Dan 

Smith. 


